Hello
I would like to register my grave concerns about the current Government’s proposed changes to
make extreme reductions in the size of our marine parks.
In the current context of overfishing, climate change, reef damage, habitat reduction and
‘political philosophy gone mad’ I think the approach of the government in this matter reflect
similarly reckless and irresponsible decisions and dispositions towards Australia’s other
environmental assets – the government is NOT doing a good job managing and protecting these
for future Australians (and the world).
I fear the same approach is evident in these proposals for our Marine Parks. In fact I am
disgusted by these Marine Park proposals as they are more of the same – extreme , ridiculous,
expedient, short sighted, profit driven, anti-science, irresponsible and incompetent. This is just
not good enough.
Please remember you are there for public service , in the interests of the nation – you need to
get on and do a better job on the Commonwealth’s strategic responsibilities - such as marine
parks.
These proposals need to be dramatically revised or even abolished – in the interests of the
whole nation.
I expect the only thing that might sway you is that fact that decisions such as this will lose you
an awful lot of votes.
I dearly would like to respect and admire my Government – I want ethical competent strategic
leadership – and there is NO sign of any of this coming from Canberra any more.
I am very angry by the style and lack of substance in this government – you are not only
making very bad decisions – you are also wasting valuable time on critical issues and making
things much worse!
Lift your game if you want any respect, or votes, from the Australian public.
Sincerely and with anger and great frustration
Mark O’Donoghue
PO Box 515
Scarborough WA 6922

